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The Operational Excellence in Government Project, including this paper, is generously This case study of right-sizing the New York City real estate portfolio is one of three that provides a detailed look at an outstanding example of success in achieving operational excellence in government . The purpose of the case studies is to explain the implementation steps, the key challenges, and the driving factors for success . With this work, we hope to reduce the cost of identifying opportunities for efficiency and cost savings across all layers of government, and to accelerate the transfer and deployment of these successful cases .
The economic downturn of 2008 hit powerfully in the nation's financial centers .
Within a year, New York City government had suffered significant decreases in tax revenue . The Bloomberg administration, under the leadership of Deputy Mayor for Operations Stephen Goldsmith, sought ways to close the financial gap . Goldsmith turned to operational efficiency as a strategy for finding savings, and set out to study the ways the city could use shared services to improve quality while reducing cost for the administrative support functions of city government . The report, "Maximizing Efficiency in NYC Government: A Plan to Consolidate and Modernize Back-Office Operations," identified efficiencies in technology, human resources, revenue collections, the fleet of city vehicles, and the real estate portfolio . In total, the shared services efforts outlined in the report saved the city $100 million .
This case study describes, for the first time, efforts by the deputy mayor for operations and his team to optimize the city's real estate portfolio . New York City government employees occupy 300 million square feet of offices, schools, police and fire stations, warehouses, and the like . There had never before been an effort to view the entirety of the space as an asset that could be allocated more efficiently . Rather, over case study: New York City Office Space Optimization time, individual departments had independently acquired or leased the space they needed, predominantly with their own usage standards .
By implementing the recommendations in the report, real estate was viewed as a city asset and was managed as a portfolio for the first time . In the first three years of this effort, the city reduced office space by 400,000 square feet and saved $15 million in annual rent occupancy cost . Additional savings in energy costs totaled $4 million as the footprint shrank . While New York City is far larger than most other American cities, and while other cities may have lower real estate costs in general, there remain key insights from this project that could be valuable across state and local government, including:
• Put someone in charge. New York City had never before had a single person responsible for the real estate portfolio, and naming a chief asset management officer meant there was someone responsible for right-sizing the portfolio . Leadership was essential to the continued focus on measurement and consistent follow-up with departments to achieve results .
• Rely on data. To manage the portfolio, the first step was determining how much space was being paid for and how much was being used . This set a baseline that enabled tracking both goals and savings and established a common understanding of the metrics for measuring progress .
• Rethink how much office space is needed. The efficiency review found that city workers occupied almost twice as much square footage per employee as private-sector employees (290 square feet versus 176 square feet) . A mandatory use of private-sector standards for open-plan office space for new office buildouts significantly shrank square footage, while bringing city employees in closer alignment to efficient and modern private-sector practices .
• Rethink storage. Walking around to look at the real estate identified inefficiencies -a closet full of never-used typewriters, conference rooms that could not be used because they had become storage space for water bottles, offices converted to paper file storage, and outdated computers and phones that filled an entire floor in an office building just to avoid the cumbersome process of sending them to surplus . Switching to offsite records storage, converting paper files to electronic ones, and switching to filtered instead of bottled water for new offices significantly reduced storage needs .
• Do not pay for vacant space. At the time of the project, New York City was paying occupancy costs for desks that were vacant, a full 13 .6 percent of all desks .
Reducing the vacancies saved $13 million .
The pages that follow describe the work of a small, highly talented team of city employees who used a rigorous data collection process, best practice benchmarking, and fresh perspective from the private sector to significantly decrease operational costs to the city by right-sizing the real estate portfolio . 
what makes it innovative
This project stands out for its boldness in questioning the status quo, using data, and gaining fresh perspective from private-sector benchmarks .
Looking at the amount of square footage per employee had never been done before . Challenging the status quo and upending years of tradition is not an easy task, but the team responsible for optimizing the city's real estate portfolio gathered data and then asked a set of exploratory questions, such as:
• How many offices need to have walls?
• If the mayor does not need a private office, then why do you?
• What configurations of office space best promote productivity and collegiality?
• Why can't agencies share large meeting and conference spaces instead of each managing its own (sometimes in the same building)?
• Does the city get the full benefit of office buildings it owns?
• Who should maintain and manage city office space?
Asking these and other questions was both provocative and productive . The senior leader responsible for the efficiency effort, Deputy Mayor Goldsmith, noted at the time, "The Bloomberg administration is the gold standard for innovative governance -always willing to try bold solutions to complex, entrenched challenges ."
implementation overview 
Implementation steps.
The task of optimizing the city's real estate portfolio addressed seven specific recommendations from the efficiency report, addressing both the size of the real estate footprint and how it was governed -strategically, with numbers, and using comparison benchmarks across departments for improved equity .
The process of implementing these recommendations consisted of three major steps, as described in Figure 2 below . Step one: Assess and gather data. The first step was to assess the current environment through a survey and then via on-site verification of survey data .
Each department received a survey asking them to inventory their square footage, their number of employees, the number of occupied and vacant desks, and the square footage used . The response rate to the survey was impressive, no doubt in part because of impending budget cuts and because the request had come from the Office of the Mayor . Over 50 city agencies responded to the survey, which counted almost 80,000 desks, and identified almost 10,000 of them as vacant (12 . 5 percent) .
Site visits to a sample of city office buildings confirmed the data provided by Most of the data was accurate, but there were some instances of departments trying to make vacant desks appear occupied so that they would not lose space . The on-site visits counted 22,000 desks, and just over 3,000 were identified as vacant (13 .6 percent) .
The volunteers also noticed a great disparity of quality in the workplaces, sometimes in the same building . In one instance, the volunteers found employees were crowded together while one floor away there was plenty of available space .
A surprising finding from the on-site surveys was the challenge of e-waste . The city surplus process was so cumbersome that outdated computers and telephones were stacked up, sometimes taking up a part of an entire floor . Or an entire office .
On one site visit, a volunteer asked someone to open a closet . The manager could not find the key so the volunteer waited .
And when the door was opened, much to everyone's surprise because no one had been in there in years, was a stack of brand new IBM Selectric typewriters!
On one site visit, a volunteer asked someone to open a closet. The manager could not find the key so the volunteer waited. And when the door was opened, much to everyone's surprise because no one had been in there in years, was a stack of brand new IBM Selectric typewriters!
Step two: Analyze data and set strategy. The result of the survey and walk-throughs was a report that described the 300 million square feet of real estate occupied by city employees spanning office buildings, warehouses, police precincts, schools, and various other types of buildings . One key finding of that report was that office space was the most expensive real estate in the city portfolio, at a cost of $365 million for leased space and $70 million for the operating costs of city-owned space as of 2009 .
The survey identified $13 million in cost for vacant desks . The report also identified leases that were in need of renegotiation to achieve market-rate cost savings .
The survey found that most city office space was designed decades ago when another 650,000 was underway .
Step To facilitate a reduction in the amount of real estate devoted to storage, Ward implemented a strategy of storing records offsite and promoting that via strong messaging to departments . One simple way to decrease the need for storage was the switch to filtered water in the water fountains of new buildings, i .e ., no more giant water bottles clogging up conference rooms . Another method was to push the use of electronic scanning rather than paper filing to store documents, particularly at the time of office moves . The team found that part of the reason people were storing boxes of files was there was nowhere to send it -there was a warehouse but it was full .
Some offices were drowning in paper records before the move to electronic storage .
Ward assisted the Department of Records and Information Services (DORIS) to identify improved space utilization opportunities that allowed more agency records into its existing footprint of storage space as well as procuring third-party storage providers .
The project was not without early detractors entrenched in the status quo . To address opposition, the team framed choices for managers in such a way that they embraced a lower real estate footprint . For example, when realizing the cost of 25 empty desks was the same as the salary of one teacher or police officer, department leaders began to buy in to the idea of rationalizing space as a way to protect their staff from layoffs .
Next steps. Once the real estate portfolio had been right-sized, the team turned their attention to ways to further advance efficiency . For example, they looked at whether it was more cost-effective to own or lease the occupied office space . They also examined the maintenance of those offices to determine whether it was optimal to have city staff or contractors manage the maintenance of facilities . Reflecting on how the reduction of the city's real estate footprint fit into the overall real estate efficiency context, Stephen Goldsmith said, "The success of the effort didn't stop with rightsizing the real estate portfolio . Rather that was the first step in a sequence of questions, the answers of which were designed to lower the cost of occupancy, which • Rely on data . The project was successful in part because of how objective the measures were . Presenting data on their real estate footprint and its costs in comparison to benchmarks to the leadership in a city department was persuasive in getting their buy-in for change . As Ward says, "It all starts with gathering a little data to use to get buy-in from the highest levels ."
• Focus on something that is easy to measure, like rentable square feet (RSF).
Rentable square feet are how landlords set prices for leases, so it's an accessible metric for managers who are renting the space . As a direct driver of cost, focusing on RSF per employee was a key to the success of the project .
Comparing RSF across departments pointed out the wide variation not only across departments, but also sometimes on different floors of the same building . Measuring provided the opportunity to drive toward greater equity across departments and offices .
• Partner with finance. Support from the city's budget office (OMB) was critical to the success of the project . Given their role in overseeing the budgeted cost of real estate for the departments, OMB was a powerful partner in encouraging departments to plan smaller spaces when making a new office move or undertaking an office renovation . With OMB as a partner on financing of new office space, the DCAS team was able to gain greater efficiency than if the project had been undertaken by DCAS alone .
• • Expect resistance. Whatever agency is currently managing real estate in government will likely feel that an effort to challenge the status quo is an affront to their reputation and a criticism of their work . Expect this, and work to develop a positive attitude . By embedding Ward as the chief asset management officer inside the agency responsible for real estate in the city, she was able to become part of the leadership team there and was able to build a shared sense of purpose for the effort . Asking provocative questions about whether agencies can share conference space will also generate resistance, so a leader needs to be able to weather some rocky times on the path to greater operational efficiency .
Having the support of the mayor is helpful when challenges arise .
• Do not waste a budget crisis . When faced with the need to cut costs, use the opportunity to focus department leaders on the tradeoff between staff and space costs . They will most likely negotiate on space if it saves their people from layoff .
• Be open to unexpected benefits . While the team did not expect immediate
embrace of the open workspace plan, it also did not anticipate that younger workers might like it better than the status quo . Recruitment and retention of younger workers had been an issue for the city, but an open space work environment is more appealing to younger workers, some of whom thrive in this new way of configuring government office space .
conclusion
Reflecting back on the experience, Theresa Ward says, "There is tremendous opportunity in your real estate and you can always, always use it more efficiently. There isn't anyone using their space optimally unless they just did a move and consolidation. It's totally worth digging in."
This case study was intended to provide explanation of a past success and to inspire cities, counties, and states to analyze their real estate portfolio, appoint a leader for consolidation, and achieve their own efficiencies.
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